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Our institute is very interested in discovering talents of our young pupils.
We organized many activities to realize this intent:
- Orienteering
- Theatre
- Talent show  
- Music competition
- Math competition
- Sport: swimming, athletic competitions
- Murals



What should I do when I’ll be an adult?
Before answering to this question I should be able to:        
- think about myself 
-Learn to learn
- keep good relationships
- Have a good self-control



Self-evaluation and orientation
In class we conducted a reflection on the trade or profession that pupils would like to 
play as adults. we saw four basic ways of working.
It works: 
•1) with the data, 
•2) with people, 
•3) with the ideas, 
•4) with things.

•WITH THE DATA
You work with the data when it has to do with the recording, calculating, processing 
of statistical data, personal data, market data, numerical calculations ...
They work with data mainly administrative clerks, accountants, secretaries, market 
researchers, economists, insurers, those who invest in the stock market, computer ...



WITH PEOPLE
You work with people when you have frequent or constant contact with many people (with 
clients, patients, students ...). Feel good with people and have easy relations with people is an 
indispensable feature for many professionals different: teachers, educators, shop owners, 
bartenders, representatives, nurses, doctors, hairdressers ...

WITH IDEAS
It works with ideas when producing abstract concepts, artistic ideas, scientific ideas ... or is 
reflected on them. In all professions you must somehow work with the brain and then with the 
ideas, but some jobs require a highly developed ability to think, to reason, to invent: is the 
case, for example, of artists, scientists, philosophers, advertising, writers, architects, 
engineers ...

WITH THINGS
It works with things when you have to manipulate the materials or objects to produce or repair 
artifacts (materials such as wood, iron, cloth. Objects such as automobile, television ...).
They work mainly with things farmers, artisans such as tailors, cooks, drivers, blacksmiths, 
potters, goldsmiths, the construction or metalworkers and chemical workers ...



That said, in the classroom, we analyzed the ways of working of the 
people better known by the children, then we have carried out tests to 
figure out which way to work for each pupil. What skills did they have? 
Working with the data? Working with people? Working with ideas? 
Working with things?
To choose the high school, the students have been thinking about 
themselves and their relationship with the study: only knowing well their 
initial situation will not encounter disappointments or failures.



4 th November 2015
Meeting about the Orienteering project



Orienteering by the secondary school “G. Galileo”

4th Novembre: meeting with the secondary school teachers about the 
schools in Tradate;

Distribution of information materials on the open day of secondary
schools of second degree;

Visit the secondary school in Tradate and participation to the curricular
lessons;

Possible guided tour to small production companies of the territory.



The parents are always present to the activities of the school. 
There is a parents group very busy to work with the teachers for ever.



The kids are playing “Story of a Seagull and the Cat who taught her to fly”  by 
Sepulveda: 
. they read the book; 
. they wrote the screenplay helped by the teachers;
. they are building the scenography;
. they chose to be actors, dancers or musicians;
. a parent is making coreographies;
. some parents are making costumes;  
. a music teachers is choosing and making music.



The sets, painted by the children, are 
inspired by famous paintings.



Students test various techniques











. The kids played “The Don Chisciotte” .

. They read the book 

. They built the scenography



The kids danced, sang contemporary songs and played different
instruments during three days.



Dancing…



Singing
contemporary

songs…



Playing different instruments…

Push the photo



Every year a music competition takes a place in Tradate.
The competitors are about two thousand.



The kids show to the parents their music ability



Math games at “Bocconi University”

Math at “Pangea games”

Tetrapyramis logical
games



Our school has many sports to discovery the talents

Running

Dancing

Tchoukball

Skating



Karate

Swimming

Rugby

Volley



“Sports have the power to change the world.
It has the power to inspire, the power to unite people in a way that
little else does.
It speaks to youth in a language they understand.” (Nelson Mandela)



Problematic boys and children can 
work in different laboratory: 
-Carpentry
-Ceramic painting
-Murales
-Artistic creative activities
-Vegetable garden
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